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Introduction 

I was asked by the PC(USA) to conduct both quantitative and qualitative analyses of the open-ended 
questions of the COGA survey. The goal of these analyses was to identify significant patterns in the 
responses and produce a coding instrument that would allow for further analysis by Presbyterian 
Research Services. First, from the entire sample of 2,911 cases, I conducted a number of quantitative 
textual analyses using Voyant and WordStat (part of QDA Miner) content analysis software packages. 
These analyses provided the frequency, co-occurrence, and collocation of various words and phrases 
within each question. Second, using both the quantitative results and a qualitative reading of a random 
subset (n=100) of the entire sample (n=2911), I identified major conceptual themes that tend to appear in 
the responses. Building on these results, I constructed a coding instrument that can be used to analyze 
important themes within the larger sample. 

In the report that follows, I report on the dominant themes that emerged, which includes theology, 
governance, inclusion, tradition, politicization, education, world, mission, family, and emotion. I also 
comment on some potential issues we might have expected to be prominent, which are not. After that 
summary, I provide a description of coding instrument and then offer a brief conclusion. The main body 
of this report is followed by three appendixes. Appendix A consists of the coding instrument itself. 
Appendix B contains the quantitative analyses. And Appendix C offers a series of substantive questions 
prompted by the patterns identified in the quantitative and qualitative analyses, which may inform future 
research, policy or practice. 

Methods 

As noted, the results of all quantitative analyses are reported in Appendix B. Tables 1, 3, 6, 9, 12, and 15 
show the total and unique words used in response to each of the open-ended questions. In analyzing the 
substance of the responses, I first used Voyant software to track the most frequently mentioned words 
used in response to each of the four questions. For example, in response to the question, “Why 
Presbyterian?”, “theology” was mentioned 375 times (see Table 2). While these frequencies do not tell 
us what is being said about theology, for example, they do point to it as an important theme among the 
responses. 

The second type of quantitative analysis I conducted for each question was factor analysis using 
WordStat. A factor analysis explores which clusters of terms tend to appear within the same survey 
responses. For example, in Table 3, factor 8 shows that “justice,” “social,” and “issues” tend to appear 
together in the same cases. The co-presence of the term does not mean that the respondents view both 
terms in the same light. For example, “inclusive” and “conservative” appear together in factor 18, but 
they are likely speaking positively about “inclusivity” and critiquing conservative views. The eigenvalue 
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in the table represents the strength of the co-occurrence of the term in cases, while the percentage of 
cases indicates how commonly used that bundle of terms is. The “social justice” factor, for example, 
appear together in some combination in 9 percent of cases. 

Even if the factor analysis tells us which terms appear together in cases, it does not tell us whether those 
words tend to be “collocated” (or near each other) within sentences. The third type of quantitative 
analysis I used were collocation network maps (presented as figures) created in WordStat. These maps 
visually represent the interconnections among words as they appear in sentences. I entered several of the 
most common terms for each question (the red bubbles) and the figure depicts the interrelationships of 
the most common words and maps some of their other close neighbor words (the blue bubbles). For 
example in Figure 1 in response to the question, “Why Presbyterian?”, the term “word” tends to appear 
alongside “Bible,” “study,” “reforming,” “Jesus,” and “Christian.” It is less likely to be used alongside 
“grace” or “worship” or “theology.” 

There is a danger in drawing too many conclusions from these quantitative analyses without qualitative 
analysis. However, presented alongside the qualitative analysis, they tend to suggest that the patterns 
observed in the smaller subset of cases I analyzed qualitatively also exist in the larger sample. 

Themes 

The following themes emerged from said analyses. The summary of each theme is followed by at least 
one empirical question about how the contours of the theme could be more fully clarified, possibly by 
using the coding instrument. 

Theology 

Among these respondents, there is strong agreement that Reformed theology is a positive and defining 
feature of the PC(USA). At the center of that conviction is abiding faith in God’s grace. The concept of 
grace appears to be one of the most central, unifying, and positive themes in these data. The implications 
of God’s grace are disputed, though. Moreover, there is a lot of disagreement and ambivalence about what 
Reformed theology means, including how scripture should be understood, and its authority in the church. 

What do Presbyterians understand God’s grace to mean? 

Governance 

There is a great deal of commitment to local congregations and pride in the history of the denomination, 
its form of government, and to the ideals of “connectionalism.” But there are differing views about 
where authority should lie. There is affirmation of the church’s “polity” but ambivalence about what that 
means. One of the main sources of disagreement appears to be how much unity and leverage the 
denomination’s national leadership should have. Many respondents express strong negative opinions 
about the leadership, from different vantage points. The organization overseen by the national leadership 
is regarded as too strong, two weak, too bureaucratic, too politicized, or too politically correct, among 
other concerns. Another relevant pattern appears to be a strong sense of support for other congregations 
but little confidence in the national leadership, which might have a role in linking different 
congregations together. 

What do respondents mean by “polity”? 

Inclusion 

There is strong support for “progressive” stances relative to identity, race, gender, sexuality, marriage, 
and other cultural issues. But there are others who are concerned about straying from purported 
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strictures stipulated in scripture, and neglecting the realities of sin. And there are quite a few who resent 
liberal “political correctness.” 

What are the demographics for the variations in attitudes regarding inclusion? Does region, age, gender, 
race, class, urban/rural/suburban, duration of membership matter? 

Tradition 

There is enormous affirmation for the Reformed tradition embodied in the PC(USA). Some emphasize 
that in terms of tradition, history, memory and continuity, expressing pride in Reformation theology, 
clear doctrine, Scottish roots, intergenerational membership, the church’s polity, and its commitment to 
balancing reason and spirituality. For many of those folks, certain documents (e.g., the Book of 
Confessions, the Book of Order) seem to hold special value. Other respondents who revere the Reformed 
tradition link it to ongoing reform, “reformed and reforming,” “progressive” sensibilities, reimagining 
the church’s role in the world, and an expansive, elusive and inclusive sense of God’s love. It appears 
that some respondents regard these two orientations—both the rooted notion and forward-looking notion 
of tradition—as being in tension. Others seem to feel invested in a combination of them. 

What are the demographics of this issue? 

Politicization 

A number of respondents who sound “conservative” and others who sound “liberal” urgently want the 
church to make explicit political commitments (e.g., in condemnation of sin; in support of same-sex 
marriage). There are still others who decry the overt politicization in church activities (whether they are 
oriented towards the world at large or within the church). Some of the criticism is directed towards 
substantive issues, some is directed towards the tone and style of communication, and some is focused 
on political processes and procedures. 

What do people mean by politicization? 

Education 

Learning is cherished among many respondents and regarded as a distinctive element of this theological 
tradition. It is linked to the denomination, local congregations, mission, evangelism, worship, and 
governance. This is likely a defining aspect of the PC(USA) relative to other denominations. 

What forms of education are most valued? Bible study, Sunday school, sermons, lectures, classes, 
discussion groups, book clubs? 

World 

There is great interest among many respondents in how the church will engage, intervene in, or respond 
to activities outside the church. Many aspire for the church to be “countercultural” force. This is linked 
to an impression that the world is defined by vast brokenness, sin, hurt, and need. There are very 
different emphases in defining the world outside a given congregation, which includes the global 
community, victims of disaster, victims of social marginalization, secular society, popular culture, 
commercialism and consumerism, other denominations, other PC(USA) congregations, and/or other 
religions. The aspiration of counterculture seems to extend not only from traditionally left-leaning 
sensibilities, but from a Christian ethos that transcends liberal and conservative categories, observes the 
Sabbath, and resists dominant cultural pressures of greed, selfishness, busyness, and temporal concerns. 
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What are the most important issues implied by respondents’ use of the word “world”? Secular society, 
globalization, underdeveloped nations, marginalized people, other PC(USA) congregations, evangelism, 
opportunities for recruitment? 

Mission 

This theme represents the intersection of other themes such as education, tradition, world, inclusion, 
family, and theology, and is laced with a strong emphasis on justice. Many respondents feel invested in 
bearing witness to and enacting God’s love. A great deal of pride related to the church’s tradition of 
engaged mission is expressed by a diverse range of respondents. The foci of such mission work appear 
to be layered and varied. 

What substantive themes in mission work have greatest priority? 

Family 

This is also a theme that is multifaceted. Some respondents express strong emotions, intimate feelings 
about how religious activity ties into other important parts of their lives, such as family. Many take pride 
in their own family’s cross-generational membership in the PC(USA), which ties into issues of tradition. 
Some feel connected to the family of PC(USA) congregations, to other local churches (whether or not, it 
seems, they feel especially loyal to the national church officialdom). Some express support for families 
in need (related to mission). Others feel protective of conventional norms related to family life. 
Alternatively, others feel invested in evolving definitions of family. This theme of family seems closely 
tied to faith and tradition as well as mission work in the world. 

What are the most important issues related to family? 

Emotion 

Among these respondents, who seem especially engaged and thoughtful, most of the statements evince 
intimate feelings, passionate convictions, and urgent commitments. Some sound definitively intellectual 
and others appear easygoing. But the majority seem deeply emotional about these matters. It is easy to 
imagine that the emotional intensity of these respondents in general distinguishes them from people who 
chose not to participate in the survey. 

Is it possible to clarify the differences between those who responded to the survey and those who didn’t 
relative to this theme? 

What’s missing? 

Several potential topics, which one might expect to be prominent, appear to receive little attention from 
these respondents. Without a comprehensive and systematic assessment of the data, we cannot know the 
extent to which such issues are in fact unimportant to the respondents. From our preliminary appraisal, 
though, these issues do not appear prominent. Music is hardly mentioned. Liturgy is cited very little. 
Worship is mentioned a good bit, but most people seem content with the status quo in this regard. The 
role of evangelism or missionary work does not come up much. There seems to be little concern 
expressed here about children, young people, or the next generation of leaders. Only a few comments 
about interfaith dialogue or ecumenism seem to surface. The potential relations between the PC(USA) 
and other denominations, non-reformed Christians, Jews, or Muslims does not seem to be a top priority 
for most respondents. The connection between the PC(USA) and the rapidly growing population of 
“nones” (i.e., Americans who are agnostic, atheistic, or unaffiliated) gets very little attention. 
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Sociologists of religion currently spend a lot of time thinking about Americans who identify as “spiritual 
but not religious” as well as demographic shifts in our population, but the respondents in this survey do 
not. Global conflict, domestic inequality, and environmental issues—what some analysts take to be the 
defining moral challenges of our time—are mentioned in some statements, but not with much specificity 
or urgency. 

Instrument Description 

Several of the themes identified above warrant further clarification and could be illuminated with the 
survey data at hand. Using the results of the quantitative and qualitative analyses, I developed a coding 
instrument that can be used by PC(USA) staff to code the open-ended responses and gain further insight 
into important points of convergence and divergences among Presbyterians. The coding instrument (see 
Appendix A) consists of a series of statements clustered into five groups: theology, politicization, 
governance, world/mission, and education. 

The analyses presented in this report identify the themes described above as common ones within the 
survey responses and illuminates the nature of some of the dividing lines in the responses. However, 
coding the COGA data using this instrument allows us to determine the relative proportions of 
Presbyterians holding various views. For example, these analyses suggest that God’s grace is a very 
important theological idea for the survey respondents, but that they hold differing understandings of 
what grace means. By coding the responses using the Theology part of this instrument, it is possible to 
determine what proportions of respondents view God’s grace as universal. 

The Theology section explores attitudes regarding biblical interpretation, the universality of grace, the 
importance placed on sin, and the role of confession. The Politicization section offers a coding 
instrument that assesses respondent views about the appropriateness of the denomination addressing 
political issues, the tone of such conversations, and the conditions that help support such questions. The 
Governance section measures respondent concerns about the balance between local congregation 
autonomy and the power of the national denomination. The World/Mission section explores support for 
various forms of outreach (e.g., international, ecumenical, youth, evangelism). Finally, given the 
importance of education to many respondents, the Education cluster assesses which forms of education 
and development respondents would like to see expanded. 

The instrument calls on coders to read each respondent’s open-ended survey answers and code whether 
each of the statements in the instrument is reflected in the response. Coders will be asked to indicate 
whether the statement “Strongly reflects response,” “Likely reflects respondent’s view,” “Likely 
opposes respondent’s view,” is “Strongly opposed in response,” or is “Impossible to determine from 
responses.” Rather than coding each survey question separately, coders should read all open-ended 
questions for each respondent (i.e., reading across the spreadsheet horizontally). “Strongly reflects 
response” (1) and “Strongly opposed in response” (4) should be reserved for cases where the view 
expressed is explicitly stated. “Likely reflects” (2) and “Likely opposes” (4) should be used in cases 
where the view is not explicitly stated, but is strongly implied by the respondent’s answers. Coders 
should not default to the likely categories based on a respondent’s identity (e.g., assuming that liberal 
respondents are unlikely to “take sin very seriously”). All coding should be based on evidence from the 
response text. In all cases, where there is no textual evidence to make a determination, coders should 
enter the missing data code “99.” 

Conclusion 

There are many interesting patterns in these data. This includes intense disagreements, strong emotions, 
and a genuine sense of pride. In some cases the disagreements revolve around contrasting terms (e.g., 
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tolerance vs. sin). In other cases, the disagreements revolve around varying interpretations of the same 
word (e.g., grace, Reformed). In general, there seem to be four clusters of respondents: a group we 
might label as “conservative,” who are invested in biblical authority, Reformed traditions, and well-
defined doctrine; a group we might label as “liberal” who are more likely to emphasize social justice, 
tolerance, and the ongoing “reform” embedded in church tradition; a third group appears to prefer 
“getting along” and resists conclusive stances, disagreement, or conflict; finally there seems to be a 
miscellaneous category of people who are invested in the PC(USA) but do not fit easily into any of the 
first three categories. To learn more about these categories, and the themes identified above, the 
instrument delineated here can be used to code the data in this sample, as noted above. 

The real question then becomes what to do with the findings. In Appendix C, I offer a series of 
substantive questions that these patterns brought to mind. They might serve as prompts of discussion 
within the PC(USA) and/or provide guidance for future research. I suspect most of these questions are 
worth pursuing even if they won’t easily lead to tidy conclusions. Finally, let me say that this has been a 
fascinating project for me. I am open to talking further about what this all means. I find myself curious 
about what researchers within the PC(USA) will make of the information at hand and even more 
interested in what the church will do with the findings of that research. 
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Appendix A: Instrument 

Based on the respondent’s open-ended responses, indicate whether each of the statements is explicitly reflected or 
opposed or, if there is no explicit statement, whether it seems likely or unlikely. 
 
 
  

1. THEOLOGY     

The concept of God’s grace means that everyone, no matter who they are or what they do, is loved by God. 

Strongly reflects 
response 

Likely reflects 
respondent’s view 

Likely opposes 
respondent’s view 

Strongly 
opposed in 
response 

Impossible to 
determine from 

responses 
1 2 3 4 99 

As a church committed to Reformed theology, the PC(USA) must take sin very seriously. 

Strongly reflects 
response 

Likely reflects 
respondent’s view 

Likely opposes 
respondent’s view 

Strongly 
opposed in 
response 

Impossible to 
determine from 

responses 
1 2 3 4 99 

The Bible cannot be reinterpreted according to the changing circumstances in which we read it. 

Strongly reflects 
response 

Likely reflects 
respondent’s view 

Likely opposes 
respondent’s view 

Strongly 
opposed in 
response 

Impossible to 
determine from 

responses 
1 2 3 4 99 

Confession is a crucial practice in Reformed traditions. 

Strongly reflects 
response 

Likely reflects 
respondent’s view 

Likely opposes 
respondent’s view 

Strongly 
opposed in 
response 

Impossible to 
determine from 

responses 
1 2 3 4 99 
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2. POLITICIZATION 

 

Vigorous debates about doctrine are healthy for the church. 

Strongly reflects 
response 

Likely reflects 
respondent’s view 

Likely opposes 
respondent’s view 

Strongly opposed 
in response 

Impossible to determine 
from responses 

1 2 3 4 99 

Vigorous debates about policy are healthy for the church. 

Strongly reflects 
response 

Likely reflects 
respondent’s view 

Likely opposes 
respondent’s view 

Strongly opposed 
in response 

Impossible to determine 
from responses 

1 2 3 4 99 

The PC(USA) has been inappropriately politicized by engaging in debates about moral issues that are really 
personal matters. 

Strongly reflects 
response 

Likely reflects 
respondent’s view 

Likely opposes 
respondent’s view 

Strongly opposed 
in response 

Impossible to determine 
from responses 

1 2 3 4 99 

The internal politicization of the PC(USA) has led to an unhealthy practice of vilifying those who hold different 
views than you. 

Strongly reflects 
response 

Likely reflects 
respondent’s view 

Likely opposes 
respondent’s view 

Strongly opposed 
in response 

Impossible to determine 
from responses 

1 2 3 4 99 

The problem of politicization in the PC(USA) is not really the content of the debates but the tone; not what we 
talk about but how we talk about it. 

Strongly reflects 
response 

Likely reflects 
respondent’s view 

Likely opposes 
respondent’s view 

Strongly opposed 
in response 

Impossible to determine 
from responses 

1 2 3 4 99 

The PC(USA) does not have adequate political structures, policies, or procedures for negotiating important 
conversations and decision-making related volatile topics. 

Strongly reflects 
response 

Likely reflects 
respondent’s view 

Likely opposes 
respondent’s view 

Strongly opposed 
in response 

Impossible to determine 
from responses 

1 2 3 4 99 
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3. GOVERNANCE 

The national leadership of the church exerts far too much control over local congregations. 

Strongly reflects 
response 

Likely reflects 
respondent’s view 

Likely opposes 
respondent’s view 

Strongly opposed 
in response 

Impossible to determine 
from responses 

1 2 3 4 99 

The organization of the denomination is overly bureaucratic. 

Strongly reflects 
response 

Likely reflects 
respondent’s view 

Likely opposes 
respondent’s view 

Strongly opposed 
in response 

Impossible to determine 
from responses 

1 2 3 4 99 

The national leadership should actively try to establish common policies, practices and theological stances across 
presbyteries and encourage local congregations to comply with them. 

Strongly reflects 
response 

Likely reflects 
respondent’s view 

Likely opposes 
respondent’s view 

Strongly opposed 
in response 

Impossible to determine 
from responses 

1 2 3 4 99 

Local congregations who have a very different stance on a policy question than the national church should not be 
forced to change. 

Strongly reflects 
response 

Likely reflects 
respondent’s view 

Likely opposes 
respondent’s view 

Strongly opposed 
in response 

Impossible to determine 
from responses 

1 2 3 4 99 
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4. WORLD/MISSION 

A primary focus for the PC(USA)’s mission work should be the most vulnerable people in our global community. 

Strongly reflects 
response 

Likely reflects 
respondent’s view 

Likely opposes 
respondent’s view 

Strongly opposed 
in response 

Impossible to determine 
from responses 

1 2 3 4 99 

A primary concern for the PC(USA)’s mission work should be under-resourced congregations in the PC(USA). 

Strongly reflects 
response 

Likely reflects 
respondent’s view 

Likely opposes 
respondent’s view 

Strongly opposed 
in response 

Impossible to determine 
from responses 

1 2 3 4 99 

The PC(USA) should spend more energy working on interfaith, ecumenical bridge-building. 

Strongly reflects 
response 

Likely reflects 
respondent’s view 

Likely opposes 
respondent’s view 

Strongly opposed 
in response 

Impossible to determine 
from responses 

1 2 3 4 99 

Converting other people who practice a different religion or no religion should be a primary goal of the PC(USA). 

Strongly reflects 
response 

Likely reflects 
respondent’s view 

Likely opposes 
respondent’s view 

Strongly opposed 
in response 

Impossible to determine 
from responses 

1 2 3 4 99 

The PC(USA) needs to make more deliberate efforts to reach out to young adults. 

Strongly reflects 
response 

Likely reflects 
respondent’s view 

Likely opposes 
respondent’s view 

Strongly opposed 
in response 

Impossible to determine 
from responses 

1 2 3 4 99 
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5. EDUCATION 

One of the PC(USA)’s strengths is the level of education of its members. 

Strongly reflects 
response 

Likely reflects 
respondent’s view 

Likely opposes 
respondent’s view 

Strongly opposed 
in response 

Impossible to determine 
from responses 

1 2 3 4 99 

The PC(USA) should do more to support the education of clergy. 

Strongly reflects 
response 

Likely reflects 
respondent’s view 

Likely opposes 
respondent’s view 

Strongly opposed 
in response 

Impossible to determine 
from responses 

1 2 3 4 99 

The PC(USA) should do more to develop lay leadership. 

Strongly reflects 
response 

Likely reflects 
respondent’s view 

Likely opposes 
respondent’s view 

Strongly opposed 
in response 

Impossible to determine 
from responses 

1 2 3 4 99 

The PC(USA) should do more to support lecture series, class, conferences and other educational programs. 

Strongly reflects 
response 

Likely reflects 
respondent’s view 

Likely opposes 
respondent’s view 

Strongly opposed 
in response 

Impossible to determine 
from responses 

1 2 3 4 99 

The (PC(USA)) should do more to support Bible study. 

Strongly reflects 
response 

Likely reflects 
respondent’s view 

Likely opposes 
respondent’s view 

Strongly opposed 
in response 

Impossible to determine 
from responses 

1 2 3 4 99 
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Appendix B: Quantitative Analyses 

If someone asked you why you are Presbyterian rather than belonging to some other denomination, what would 
you tell them? 

Table 1. Summary Statistics for “Why Presbyterian?” 

Category # 
Responses 2,743
Total words 87,613
Unique words 5,679
Mean total words per response 31.9
 

Table 2. Most frequently occurring terms for “Why Presbyterian?” 

 

Note: excludes common words and forms of Presbyterian/PC(USA) 

  

Term Frequency Term Frequency
church 1380 family 149 
God 515 life 149 
denomination 461 beliefs 146 
believe 414 mission 146 
reformed 396 social 145 
theology 375 education 144 
faith 364 tradition 143 
love 314 Jesus 142 
people 286 feel 140 
polity 252 justice 138 
worship 233 local 136 
Christ 208 churches 130 
God’s 200 important 126 
government 200 Bible 122 
world 200 denominations 121 
raised 199 scripture 119 
way 180 emphasis 117 
congregation 166 issues 116 
grace 161 think 115 
form 159 value 112 
community 157 best 110 
appreciate 153   
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Table 3. Factor Analysis for “Why Presbyterian?” 

 

# Name Keywords Eigenvalue % Cases 

1 God’s Grace 
Grace; Sovereignty; God; Salvation; 
Emphasis 

7.39 21.07% 

2 Methodist; Baptist 
Methodist; Baptist; Catholic; Lutheran; 
Married 

2.61 3.95% 

3 Ruling Elders Ruling; Teaching; Elders 2.44 4.19% 

4 
Educated Clergy; Women In 
Leadership 

Clergy; Leadership; Lay; Women; 
Educated; Shared 

2.27 9.21% 

5 Reformed Theology 
Reformed; Theology; Polity; Tradition; 
Reforming 

2.02 24.98% 

6 Grow; Stay Grow; Stay; Learn; Changing; Times 2.01 4.02% 

7 Holy Spirit Spirit; Holy; Body 1.91 4.30% 

8 Social Justice Justice; Social; Issues 1.88 9.00% 

9 Form Of Government Government; Form; Representative 1.83 8.35% 

10 Priesthood Priesthood; Believers 1.82 1.68% 

11 Decision Making Making; Decision 1.80 1.65% 

12 Book Of Order Book; Confessions; Order 1.76 3.75% 

13 Sense; Strong Sense; Strong; Makes; Roots 1.74 4.36% 

14 Christianity; Historic Christianity; Historic; Continue; Remain 1.74 2.99% 

15 Open And Inclusive 
Open; Minded; Inclusive; Welcoming; 
Conservative 

1.68 7.73% 

16 Bible Study Study; Bible; Word 1.67 7.70% 

17 Youth Youth; Children 1.64 1.68% 

18 Make Decisions; Congregation Decisions; Make; Congregation; Belong 1.64 9.31% 

19 Jesus Christ Christ; Jesus; Follow; Working; Faith 1.63 18.73% 

20 World World 1.62 6.19% 

21 Years Ago; Joined Years; Ago; Joined; Wife; Moved; Attend 1.59 6.22% 

22 Balance Balance 1.58 1.07% 

23 Conscience Conscience; Lord; Freedom 1.57 3.78% 

24 Group; Truth Group; Truth; Confession 1.57 2.34% 

25 Answer Answer; Question; Previous 1.55 4.12% 
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What are we better equipped to do as a national denomination that we could not do (or do as well) on our own as 
congregations, mid-councils, or networks? 

Table 3. Summary Statistics for “National Denomination” 

Category # 
Responses 2,650
Total words 68,692
Unique words 4,920
Mean total words per response 25.9
 

Table 4. Most frequently occurring terms for “National Denomination” 

 

Note: excludes common words and forms of Presbyterian/PC(USA) 

  

Term Frequency Term Frequency 

national 776 Christ 131
mission 710 relief 130
church 529 make 126
denomination 480 large 121
world 413 ministry 119
support 343 congregation 110
congregations 329 equipped 106
work 321 good 99
issues 313 pastors 98
resources 310 speak 97
churches 245 political 91
local 243 things 89
people 237 individual 89
provide 225 theological 89
disaster 212 important 89
international 206 faith 85
social 205 witness 82
missions 191 body 79
voice 186 impact 78
global 183 leadership 78
God 183 love 78
education 163 scale 76
justice 162 curriculum 76
level 160 members 76
larger 134 assistance 75
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Table 5. Factor Analysis for “National Denomination” 

# Name Keywords Eigenvalue % Cases 

1 National Denomination National; Local; Level; Denomination; Church 8.36 36.53% 

2 Board Of Pensions Pensions; Board; Foundation 2.97 2.27% 

3 
Jesus Christ; God’s 
Love 

Christ; God; Jesus; Love; Gospel 2.61 10.96% 

4 Social Justice Justice; Social; Issues; Peace 2.34 15.95% 

5 Mid-Councils Councils; Mid; Networks; Congregations 2.23 11.51% 

6 Impact Impact; Make; Greater 2.11 7.18% 

7 Teaching Elders Elders; Teaching; Ordination; Standards 2.06 3.47% 

8 Disaster Relief Disaster; Relief; Assistance 2.02 8.14% 

9 Ecumenical Ecumenical; Interfaith; Relationships 1.98 3.20% 

10 Book Of Order Book; Order; Feel 1.96 2.47% 

11 Young; Youth Young; Youth; Washington; Program; Office 1.88 3.51% 

12 Information Information 1.85 0.96% 

13 General Assembly Assembly; General 1.83 1.68% 

14 
Educational; Provide 
Resources 

Educational; Resources; Materials; Provide 1.78 15.29% 

15 Curriculum Curriculum; Publishing; Development 1.78 4.47% 

16 
Congregations And 
Presbyteries 

Presbyteries; Synods; Congregations 1.75 10.45% 

17 Identity; Diversity Identity; Diversity; Collective 1.74 2.61% 

18 
Strength In Numbers; 
Truth To Power 

Numbers; Power; Strength; Truth 1.72 4.64% 

19 Recent; Bible 
Recent; Bible; Marriage; Years; Biblical; 
Decisions 

1.70 3.99% 

20 Question Question; Good; Answer; Single 1.70 5.57% 

21 Large Scale Scale; Large; Projects 1.69 5.74% 

22 Send Missionaries Send; Missionaries; Effective 1.66 3.51% 

23 Presbytery, Synod Synod; Presbytery 1.65 2.44% 

24 Scripture; True Scripture; True; Lead; Human; Spirit 1.64 3.33% 

25 Respond Respond; Disasters 1.62 2.61% 
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What does the denomination already have/do that fits your ideal? 

Table 6. Summary Statistics for “Denomination Do” 

Category # 
Responses 2,604 
Total words 51,268 
Unique words 4,260 
Mean total words per response 19.7 
 

Table 7. Most frequently occurring terms for “Denomination Do” 

 

Note: excludes common words and forms of Presbyterian/PC(USA) 

  

Term Frequency Term Frequency 

church 458 structure 102
mission 390 faith 101
God 233 leadership 100
denomination 230 community 97
people 230 strong 97
world 217 members 96
local 185 book 92
worship 184 government 91
work 164 Jesus 91
justice 153 women 91
good 150 order 89
social 143 elders 85
congregations 138 ministry 84
theology 137 theological 84
Christ 131 clergy 81
issues 131 form 80
education 129 reformed 78
love 127 pastors 77
national 127 resources 77
ideal 124 Bible 74
churches 120 missions 71
support 116 disaster 70
great 109 diversity 69
open 102 emphasis 67
polity 102 teaching 67
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Table 8. Factor Analysis for “Denomination Do” 

# Name Keywords Eigenvalue % Cases 

1 
Jesus Christ; God’s 
Love 

Jesus; Christ; God; Love; Lord 7.43 12.92% 

2 
Young Adult; YAV 
Program 

Young; YAV; Program; Adult; Triennium; Mission; 
PDA; Workers 

2.75 15.64% 

3 Ideal Ideal; Fits; Denomination; Fit 2.42 9.76% 

4 Teaching Elders Elders; Ruling; Teaching 2.34 3.40% 

5 Board Of Pensions Pensions; Board; Foundation 2.25 1.75% 

6 General Assembly Assembly; General 2.19 1.75% 

7 
Educational; 
Ecumenical 

Educational; Ecumenical; Resources; 
Denominational; Standards; Materials 

2.12 5.22% 

8 Decision Making Making; Decision; Fellowship 2.06 1.75% 

9 Music; Poor 
Music; Poor; Services; Gay; Involved; Traditional; 
Helping 

2.01 3.81% 

10 Book Of Order Book; Order; Confessions 1.98 4.78% 

11 Disaster Assistance Disaster; Assistance; Relief 1.93 2.65% 

12 Social Justice Justice; Social 1.91 6.98% 

13 Form Of Government Government; Form; Representative 1.89 4.78% 

14 Big Tent Big; Tent; Triennium 1.88 1.48% 

15 Rich; Heritage 
Rich; Heritage; Reformed; History; Theology; 
Theological; Tradition 

1.85 11.10% 

16 Holy Spirit Holy; Spirit; Guidance; Conscience 1.81 2.47% 

17 Range Range; Broad; Wide 1.79 1.92% 

18 Society; Make Society; Make; Working 1.76 2.85% 

19 Growth; Evangelism Growth; Evangelism; Engage; Spiritual 1.75 2.10% 

20 Public Witness Public; Witness; Office; Policy 1.74 3.71% 

21 
Sex Marriage; 
Equality 

Marriage; Sex; Equality; Women; Ordination 1.72 5.09% 

22 
Worshipping 
Communities 

Communities; Worshipping 1.70 1.51% 

23 Bible; Past Bible; Past; Based; Time; Years 1.69 5.57% 

24 
Conference Centers; 
Seminaries 

Centers; Conference; Seminaries; Leaders 1.68 3.71% 

25 Local; Congregations 
Local; Congregations; National; Support; Presbytery; 
Congregation; Presbyteries; Churches 

1.66 17.90% 
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What does the denomination need to change in order to reach this ideal? 

Table 9. Summary Statistics for “Change?” 

Category # 
Responses 2,549
Total words 97,612
Unique words 6,867
Mean total words per response 38.3
 

Table 10. Most frequently occurring terms for “Change?” 

 

Note: excludes common words and forms of Presbyterian/PC(USA) 

  

Term Frequency Term Frequency 
church 830 leadership 137 
denomination 488 things 136 
people 487 ways 134 
God 391 presbyteries 133 
churches 349 faith 132 
congregations 347 resources 118 
mission 228 level 115 
local 223 worship 110 
stop 222 continue 109 
work 221 word 107 
members 219 presbytery 107 
Christ 201 scripture 106 
issues 199 ministry 102 
focus 198 open 100 
change 194 good 95 
social 177 culture 94 
world 176 community 94 
bible 176 order 92 
national 173 pastors 92 
time 161 years 90 
make 147 return 86 
political 147 young 85 
support 146 marriage 83 
love 145 education 82 
Jesus 140   
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Table 11. Factor Analysis for “Change?” 

 

# Name Keywords Eigenvalue % Cases 

1 
Missions; Structure Missions; Structure; Smaller; Structures; 

Small 
9.53 6.39% 

2 Bible Bible; Teachings; Return 3.06 7.94% 

3 Information; Session Information; Session; Question; Serving 2.56 3.33% 

4 Social Justice; Political Issues Social; Issues; Justice; Political; Focus 2.31 16.01% 

5 General Assembly Assembly; General 2.24 2.27% 

6 Young Adults; Youth Young; Adults; Youth; Children; Women 2.21 4.74% 

7 Call; Direction Call; Direction; Job 2.09 3.81% 

8 Gay Marriage Marriage; Gay; Issue; Sex 2.06 4.43% 

9 
Leadership Development; 
Leaders 

Development; Leaders; Leadership; 
Create; Congregations; Working; Local 

2.00 18.49% 

10 Majority Vote Majority; Vote 1.99 1.82% 

11 Holy Spirit Spirit; Holy 1.96 2.06% 

12 Book Of Order Book; Order; Confessions 1.94 3.71% 

13 Teaching Elders Elders; Teaching; Lay 1.90 3.88% 

14 Years Years; Today 1.82 3.78% 

15 Purpose; Identity Purpose; Identity; Vision; Areas 1.80 3.30% 

16 Mid-Councils Mid; Councils; Control 1.77 1.82% 

17 Reformed Faith Reformed; Theology; Faith 1.75 6.80% 

18 Christian Christian; Education 1.74 3.99% 

19 Spend; Time And Energy Spend; Time; Energy; Building 1.71 6.08% 

20 Truth Truth; Share 1.69 1.86% 

21 Prayer; Study Prayer; Study; Spiritual 1.68 3.51% 

22 
Presbytery; National Level Presbytery; Level; Synod; Presbyteries; 

National; Local; Communication; Ga 
1.66 17.11% 

23 
Ways; Worship Ways; Worship; Communities; Efforts; 

Opportunities 
1.64 9.55% 

24 PMA; Staff PMA; Staff; Seminaries; Corporate 1.63 3.95% 

25 Conservative; Liberal Conservative; Liberal; Views; Leaving 1.62 4.88% 
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What is the church called to be and do in the context of 21st century American culture? 

Table 12. Summary Statistics for “21st Century” 

Category # 
Responses 2,637
Total words 97,806
Unique words 6,146
Mean total words per response 37.1
 

Table 13. Most frequently occurring terms for “21st Century” 

 

Note: excludes common words and forms of Presbyterian/PC(USA) 

  

Term Frequency Term Frequency 
church 1133 social 140 
God 958 open 136 
Christ 793 light 132 
called 707 members 130 
love 650 voice 124 
people 634 ways 123 
Jesus 589 communities 119 
world 559 serve 119 
culture 417 truth 119 
gospel 266 Christian 118 
community 229 spirit 117 
faith 228 bible 116 
justice 203 news 115 
good 202 grace 114 
work 202 time 114 
word 195 churches 113 
live 193 denomination 106 
witness 181 continue 105 
century 180 provide 105 
life 173 reach 105 
worship 164 support 105 
make 160 stand 104 
place 160 means 102 
mission 151 lives 100 
change 148   
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Table 14. Factor Analysis for “21st Century” 

 

  

# Name Keywords Eigenvalue % Cases 

1 
Congregations; Local 
Churches 

Congregations; Local; Small; 
Communities; Congregation; Mission; 
Ministry; Churches 

8.28 14.43% 

2 Good News News; Good; Proclaim; Gospel 2.88 14.30% 

3 Walk Humbly; Mercy Humbly; Walk; Mercy; Seek; Justice 2.33 8.59% 

4 
Century American; Culture Century; American; Culture; Context; 

Called; Church 
2.20 38.32% 

5 Holy Spirit Holy; Spirit; Father; Power 2.16 5.70% 

6 
Opportunity Opportunity; Media; Alternative; 

Important 
2.09 2.78% 

7 
Opportunities; Worship Opportunities; Worship; Study; 

Fellowship; Provide 
1.99 9.07% 

8 Hands Hands; Feet 1.96 2.92% 

9 Feed The Hungry; Poor Hungry; Feed; Poor; Oppressed 1.91 4.26% 

10 
Light; Salt Light; Salt; Darkness; Hurting; World; 

Beacon 
1.89 18.59% 

11 Differences; Words Differences; Words 1.86 2.10% 

12 Great Commission Great; Ends; Commission 1.85 2.82% 

13 Young Families; Younger Young; Younger; Families; Services 1.79 3.92% 

14 
Social Justice Social; Issues; Justice; Poverty; Economic; 

Address 
1.77 12.13% 

15 Generations Generations; Future; Story 1.76 2.23% 

16 Safe Place Safe; Place; Space 1.73 5.46% 

17 Identity; Day Identity; Day 1.71 1.89% 

18 Marriage; Man Marriage; Man; Word; Bible; Men 1.69 9.62% 

19 Make Disciples Make; Disciples; Difference 1.67 6.56% 

20 
Call; Relationships Call; Relationships; Faith; Witness; 

Faithful 
1.65 15.26% 

21 Stand Stand; Firm 1.63 3.71% 

22 Theology; Model Theology; Model; Longer 1.61 3.13% 

23 Counter-Cultural Cultural; Counter 1.60 2.51% 

24 Offer Offer 1.59 1.51% 

25 God’s Love God; Love 1.58 31.89% 
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If you could imagine a mantra for the PC(USA) that could be used in a similar way to tell the world what sets us 
apart as a denomination, what might that look like? 

Table 15. Summary Statistics for “Mantra” 

Category # 
Responses 2,345
Total words 35,539
Unique words 3,017
Mean total words per response 15.1
 

Table 16. Most frequently occurring terms for “Mantra” 

 

Note: excludes common words and forms of Presbyterian/PC(USA) 

  

Term Frequency Term Frequency 
God 1000 life 58 
love 493 neighbor 58 
Christ 368 mission 57 
world 250 lord 56 
church 210 time 54 
Jesus 210 called 53 
loving 171 hope 52 
people 157 sharing 52 
grace 150 heart 50 
reformed 148 glory 49 
mantra 135 work 49 
word 128 idea 46 
good 111 live 46 
open 102 hands 45 
faith 101 Methodist 45 
serve 94 minds 45 
statement 94 neighbors 45 
reforming 90 mantras 44 
serving 85 make 42 
living 82 worship 42 
justice 75 great 41 
denomination 70 gratitude 40 
hearts 63 motto 40 
spirit 61 seeking 39 
community 58 statements 39 
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Table 17. Factor Analysis for “Mantra” 

 

# Name Keywords Eigenvalue % Cases 

1 Holy Spirit Holy; Spirit 4.44 2.20% 

2 
Humbly; Justice, Love 
Kindness 

Humbly; Kindness; Walk; Justice; Mercy 2.86 2.99% 

3 Hearts, Open Minds Minds; Hearts; Doors; Open 2.36 3.99% 

4 UCC UCC; UMC; Brethren; Statements 2.14 2.78% 

5 Heart Heart; Mind; Soul 1.92 2.51% 

6 Reformed Reformed; Reforming 1.85 4.40% 

7 Disciples Disciples; Making; Make; Growing 1.70 3.33% 

8 Grace Grace; Gratitude 1.68 4.40% 

9 
United Methodist; Statement Methodist; United; Statement; Church; 

Thing; Guiding 
1.66 9.31% 

10 Long; Time Long; Time; Slogans; Slogan 1.59 3.30% 

11 Motto; Chosen Motto; Chosen; Lines; Phrase; Unity 1.58 2.99% 

12 Good News News; Good; Proclaiming 1.53 4.09% 

13 
Denomination; Christian Denomination; Christian; Denominations; 

Sets; Set 
1.52 4.36% 

14 Serve Serve; Learn; Worship; Listen; Called 1.50 6.01% 

15 Hope; Peace Hope; Peace; Seeking 1.46 3.68% 

16 
God, Loving Loving; Neighbors; God; Serving; 

Neighbor 
1.45 30.27% 

17 
Actions; Mantras Actions; Mantras; Mottos; Speak; 

Churches 
1.42 3.20% 

18 Short; Guiding Statement Short; Guiding; Statement; Statements 1.39 4.33% 

19 Congregations; Work Congregations; Work; Hands; World 1.36 10.52% 

20 Learning; Listening Learning; Listening; Living; Working 1.36 4.40% 

21 Jesus Christ Christ; Jesus 1.34 14.71% 

22 Inclusive; Home Inclusive; Home; Caring; Family 1.33 2.23% 

23 Share; Truth Share; Truth; God; Love; Seek 1.31 34.23% 

24 Question Question; Answer; Great 1.30 2.61% 

25 Glory; Scripture Glory; Scripture; Faith; Bring 1.28 5.53% 
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Appendix C: Substantive Questions 

1. How important is it that Presbyterians understand and share common theology? 

2. How could that core value better serve as fundamental common ground? 

3. To what extent do numerous disagreements expressed by these respondents reflect healthy, robust, 
inclusive, democratic organizational structure and culture? 

4. To what extent does it reflect toxic, painful, irreconcilable differences around which a church body 
cannot be sustained? 

5. Where should organizational authority reside? 

6. What political structures and processes can negotiate a reasonable range of differing views? 

7. How can core values (e.g., Reformed theology) inform conversations about such volatile matters? 

8. What are the minimal conditions for membership in the PC(USA)? 

9. What circumstances would warrant exclusion from the PC(USA)? 

10. Are conversations about such matters of membership and exclusion worth having or too costly for 
the potential gains? 

11. Do the disagreements about tradition somehow differ from the age-old conflict across generations 
regarding continuity and change? 

12. How do different understandings of politicization relate to respondents who feel strongly that the 
church should take a particular theological or political stance? 

13. How can the zeal respondents feel for education help ameliorate frustrations they have regarding 
other themes? 

14. How can particular substantive interests and concerns be matched with specific educational 
programs? 

15. Can the juxtaposition of the world versus the church expressed by so many respondents be converted 
into a stronger sense of loyalty, belonging, and home in the church? 

16. Are there opportunities for bridging different disagreements in general by way of shared endeavors 
linked to mission? 

17. What kinds of mission work in the world draws members of the PC(USA) together? 

18. How much autonomy should exist in Presbyteries and local congregations to determine such 
matters? 

19. Are there other ways to talk about familial commitments that focuses on common ground and honors 
different convictions? 

20. At what point does passion and conviction translate into rigidity and toxicity? 

21. Relative to “what’s missing?”, is no news good news? 

22. How much energy should be spent trying to figure what people think who did not respond? 

23. Does it matter what non-PC(USA) members think about the PC(USA)? 


